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What is a JavaScript / UI 
component?
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JavaScript components are logical 
pieces of UI
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What does a component look like?

Standard HTML Markup Component Markup
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JS components look like functions
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Components look the same, but 
different
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<CardExampleCard person={Mathew} /> <CardExampleCard person={Ozzy} />



How to make UI components?
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Popular JavaScript Frameworks
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Framework comparison

   React
• Largest ecosystem
• A library
• High rendering 

performance
• ES 6/7 JavaScript
• ”Democratic chaos”
• Backed by Facebook
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   Angular
• A framework more 

than library
• Popular enterprise 

level choice
• Steep learning curve
• Uses TypeScript 

instead of JavaScript
• “Dictatorship”
• Backed by Google

   Vue.js
• ”Best of both worlds”
• Uses ES5/6/7 

JavaScript, or 
Typescript.

• Light framework.
• Supports it’s own 

libraries (router library, 
state management 
library, etc).

• Benchmark speed 
tests rival React.

• Small file size



Why use a framework?
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  Why use a framework?

• Reduces the amount of time and efforts required for 
developing JS based sites and apps.

• Makes time-to-learn shorter for developers
• Makes finding people easier
• Uses vetted, community standards and patterns.
• Access to component libraries
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NORTHWESTERN’S DIGITAL 
COLLECTIONS

Case Study: Building a green-field UI component application
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Northwestern’s Digital 
Collections Discovery 
Application
• Single page application.
• ReactJS as the JavaScript 

Library/Framework
• Is a standalone, server-less, 

front end application.
• Yarn - dependency 

management.
• Webpack wraps it all up and 

provides the dev server.
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Step #1: Create HTML version
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Fast, global search
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Dynamic image carousels
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In-page faceting/filtering
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Fast discovery
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Step #2: HTML to ReactJS
Northwestern Global Marketing 
Pattern Library

Digital Collections React 
application components
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Identify components to create
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Identify components to create
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Generic components first
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<NUButton displayText=“More Details” 
onClick=“/more-details” />

<CollectionCarousel items={carouselItems} 
carouselTitle=“Recently Digitized and Updated 
Collections” />

MORE DETAILS



Benefits…

Generic UI component benefits:
• Minimize code duplication
• Keep implementation mistakes to a minimum.
• Make design decisions once.
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Using third-party components
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Next Generation Repository
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Build an internal Northwestern 
React component library?

React components one developer has 
created…

Become React components any 
Northwestern developer can now use.
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What is a component library?
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• Cloud-based folder of 
designed/styled parts 
of a website or piece 
of software.

• Helps developers 
work in a consistent 
manner.

• Very time efficient.
• Follows Atomic 

Design principles.



        Why use a component library?

• Move fast
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• Move fast
• Enforce consistency
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        Why use a component library?



• Move fast
• Enforce consistency
• Improve performance
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        Why use a component library?



• Move fast
• Enforce consistency
• Improve performance
• Less maintenance
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        Why use a component library?



• Move fast
• Enforce consistency
• Improve performance
• Less maintenance
• Easier updates later
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        Why use a component library?



• Move fast
• Enforce consistency
• Improve performance
• Less maintenance
• Easier updates later
• Low investment
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        Why use a component library?



   UI Component libraries 
to the rescue.
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Final Thoughts

• Now is an excellent time for the Samvera 
community to consider adopting JavaScript UI 
component development.

• UI component architecture patterns are evolving 
in all the right ways.

• It’s crucial for Samvera’s stature and adoption, to 
present it’s flagship applications as cutting-edge, 
modern user experiences.
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